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~lect

Mulligan Provost

[Communique] Rev. Robert W. Mulligan, S.J.,
professor ,of philosophy at Loyola University,
Chicago, who was vice president and dean of
faculties at Loyola for 11 years, is the new Provost of
Xavier University.
His election by the newly constituted Board 'of
Trustees came after a four-months search by a
Committee headed by Dr. Harvey A. Dube, Professor
of Chemistry.
First in New Post
Father Mulligan will be the first to occupy the
newly created position which has final authority
over all internal affairs of the University.
Another first is the fact that this was the first
official action of the new Board of nine members
which now includes three Jesuits from outside the
Xavier Community.
At 54, Father Mulligan, a native of Chicago, comes
to the Xavier campus with an impressive record as
teacher, scholar, administrator, and educational
advisor. He is widely known for his work with
professional educational associations and
comm1881ons.
Last year, a fte r a decad e and a h a lf of continuoua
service at Loyola, Father Mulligan accepted the
invitation of the ·Philosophy Panel of Oxford
University England to spend a year as a visiting
faculty m'ember. He returned to the Loyola
philosophy faculty last fall.

He expectS to take up his duties at Xavier on
February 15. Father Victor B. Nieporte, S.J., who
has been Acting President for the past five months,
will return to his position as Executive Vice
President at that time.
Rev. Paul L. O'Connor, S.J., currently on leave of
absence for health reasons, continues as President
and Chairman of the Board ofTrustees.
The Provost Selection Committee began its work
in September under Dr. Dube's leadership. It
consisted of students, faculty, administrators and
alumni.
·
The qualifications of some 20 candidates were
considered by the Committee. Finalists in the
consideration were invited to be interviewed by the
Committee and by student and faculty groups, as
well as members of the Jesuit Community. This was
accomplished over a four-months period.
Committee Secretary
Dr. Roger A. Fortin, Associate Professor of
History, acted as the Committee secretary. Dr.
Raymond F. McCoy, Dean of the Graduate School,
headed a sub-committee that developed a set of
criteria in the light of which candida~s were to be
judged
·
.
At a. final meeting on ~aturday: Janu~ry 16, the
Commtttee completed ·tts dehberat1ons and
presented its recommendations to the Board of
Trustees.

50 Show Will Go On, Loss or No Loss
by JIM GRUENWALD
Student government Treasurer
Denny Eckart Sunday discounted
doubts about the 5th Dimension
concert slated for this Friday at
8:30p.m. in the Fieldhouse.
"The concert is 'go' if we have
four or 4000 people Friday night,"
declared Eckart. "Xavier students
are notorious for buying tickets to
·concerts at the .last minute."
Although only about 1,000
tickets were sold as of Sunday
night, Eckart expressed confidence
that tickets sales would pick up
during the final days.
Rumors had been circulating
that the contractural problems
arising from misunderstandin's
between Social Chairman J(m
Gargaro and booking agents would
result in a cancellation.
Discussing
the
normal
procedures for getting big-name
entertainment on campus, Eckart
. explained:
Generally, feelers are put out at
conventions to the booking agents:

\

As a result of one such contact, agent's and court fees, which would
said Eckart, "a particular agent be less than the original savings
gave us a price and we said okay, arranged by Gargaro." said Eckart.
and Jimmy (Gargaro) took it as a
Eckart reaffirmed his faith in the
gentleman's agreement."
student body. He expressed the
The big problem arose when feeling that Student Government
Gargaro made a contact with the owed the concert to the students.
direct agent of the 5th Dimension. "We made $8,000 on the Chicago
Eckart explained that this same concert which directly enabled us
procedure was used for the Chicago to bring the 5th Dimension to
concert. "We were able to get a campus." Student government
better price through the direct leaders feel that by keeping the
agent," .he added. "The booking ticket prices down, the concerts will
agent, however, felt that he had 'it continue to be successful.
in the bag.'"
"I will be very pleased if we could
"Jimmy didn't check back with keep our loss in the $1,000-$2,000
the agent right away and we never range; but regardless, we have
heard from him either," said enough money ·to meet our
Eckart. Student government now expenses." Eckart indicated that
has a contract with the direct'. total expenses for the concert
agent. According to Eckart/ would beroughly$17,000.
Student Government was not
Eckart explained that this group
trying "to play one agent against has been going for as much as
the other."
$25,000 in other concerts and
Student government Consulted re cently at Miami University the
with three lawyers who assured tickets were selling in the $5.00them that the1'r case was good. $8 00
· range.
"The probability of getting sued in
Tickets are now on sale through
this instance is only about 10%." Friday across from the Grill. All
"If we did get sued, the loss would seats are reserved. Tickets are
probably amount to about $800 in $3.50, $4.50, and $5.50.

O'Brien Explains Newly Reorganized Recruiting Program·
will be in charge of all recruiting, Xavier as their' first or second Father O'Brien emphasized that
with the exception of athletic choice when they took their College he considers the Xavier catalogue
Entrance Examination Boards. his "Bible" and tells the high
recruiting."
·N·
.
d
'll. b school students .that "unless a
Xavier's recruiting program has
0
undergone several major changes
Lawrence Gruber and James
~ my ashs1stants an ll1 Wl'th' e specific course or program is listed
during the past weeks. Rev. Wicklander will assist Father ctha mgtotin t em tpher~.ona Y WI m in the catalogue, Xavier does not
· S.J ., Ass1s
· t an t O'Bnen
·
· 1oca1. area recrut't1'ng,
e nex ew mon s.
Edward J . O'Bnen
m
. of"'.er 1't." H
. e sa1'd th a t he consu Its
Father O'Brien ~iscussed.. the the most recent edition of the
to the President, is now in charge of while Bernard Beck and Frank
the Cincinnati recruiting formerly Hyle concentrate . on out-of-town methods he uses m recru1tl~g, Student Handbook when students
handled by Rev. J. Peter visits.
especially the format of the htgh quiz him about rules and
Buschmann S.J ., Director of Door to door recruiting is another school forums he operates.
.regulations on campus.
Admissions.
key feature of the expanded
"The forum operates in 17 major Father O'Brien indicated that
A return to the technique of recruiting
program.
"We're cities in cooperation with the Dads' the latest figures from· the
recruiting individual students actually returning to a successful Clubs," Father O'Brien expalined. admissions office show that
through visits to their homes is approach that I used when I "I am usually accompanied by two next year's incoming freshman
another addition. Father O'Brien started recruiting 21 years ago," he 'students, one· of whom discusses class should be. approximately
explained these changes in an ·stated. "We've finished our group the value of liberal education, as large as this year's. "This
interview last week.
recruiting through high school while the other emphasizes extra- speaks well for Xavier," he
"The old system whereby 1 visitations, high school, forums, curricular activities at Xavier." pointed out, "since. the
handed out-of-town recruiting and and college day programs.
"A mother of a Xavier student enrollment at many colleges is
Father Buschmann took care of the "We've obtained the names of then discusses the practical aspects slipping.''
··
Cincinnati area has been approximately 2,000 prospective of college ·life and a father talks He also remarked that among the
modified," Fr. O'Brien remarked. students through these visits and about expenses at Xavier and how incoming freshmen for next year
"I.have an expanded staff now and through those who indicated they compare with similar schools." there is a decrease in the number of
by PHIL MULLIN

11

male students which is offset by an
.increase in coeds. The number of
dorm students accepted is slightly
down, primarily because of
economic factors.
Father O'Brien commented on
·
·
reports that the adm1·mstrat
10 n
plans to keep the undergraduate
enrollment at its present level. "No
decision has been made in that
regard one way or another," he
emphasized.
Father O'Brien concluded the·
interview ·by remarking that
recruiting poses more problems
than ever before. "There are more
high schools to visit now and it is
much more difficult to do extensive
recruiting at individual schools for
a number of reasons. But I feel with
my expanded staff and with
continued support from the student
body I can keep on recruiting good
studentS for Xavier University."
-· 1
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Greg Boehm

De Rebus

He's mean, rolfen, tltirrving, a womanizer.
lbu're going to law Big Halsy.

Losing Oneself
Now that we have suffered the
reverberations of being somewhat
truthful about drug·use in our
community, it may be time we took
advantage of the situation by
asking, "Why do we find it
meaningful?"
The problem with making a
living while trying w eke out some
sort of meaning is that we are duly
limited in the amount of time we
have. Being involved with the
demands of minimal Jiving - food,
shelt.er, and clothing - has the
dreadful
consequences
of
delivering one to the end of life
before he has had time to muster
much sense from it. Perhaps the
great.est fear, the most awesome
sense of loss, the ultimate nausea
consists in arriving w one's end
without ever knowing why one ever
bothered w live. Not many
concerns in life can have priority
over self·assessment; for w lie ~n
one's death bed and w stare into
the inevitable and ask "Why in the
hell did I Jive?" certainly is an
event
which
remains
unsurpassable in the feeling of
absolute emptiness.
Meditation, for what.ever reason
it was originally introduced inw
the world, favorable provides a
framework for self-assessment.
Another word, which is commonly
used for this by Dr. Gendreau of our
philosophy department, is selfappropriation.
Perhaps
a
parapharase of this would be:

granting w oneHelf that which iB
properly one's own. Through the
process of removing oneself from
the world of things, by devoting
attention w oneself, that is, by
focusing, in the light of all of one's
relations, on the locus of meaning
- oneself - one comes w estimate
what is properly one's own.
Now it is by virtue of all our other
activities that meditation has its
role; from the substance and
content of all other relations, from
the involvement with all other
things, one sifts through and nails
that which iB properly valued as
one's own. One hopefully comes t.o
the proper relation of one t.o
oneself, perhaps the least realized
relation due tD its very demanding,
painstaking importance; but
without it, life has nothing to offer
but appearently misleading rimeconsumers.
What is the experience of using
drugs? Could it be that it misleads
one int-o thinking he can substitut-e
participation with a thing, relation
with an object, for relation w, and
appropriation of, oneself? For it
seems that the very deviousness of
so many of our culture-oriented
ent-ertainments is in the apparent
meaning they ext.end w the sincere
inquirer after the meaningful life.
True, we continually pervade de
facto the world of sensestimulation, so immersed in it are
we.
But though
we
may
spasmodically dive inw headlong
abandonment, perhaps hoping w

leave the endless looming of the
vastness of self at bay fore\·er.
though Wf' run '1\itbout end
grabbing at meaning from all that
is other, it seems t.hat we can only
behold the awesome horizon where
self dawns again and wait.;;. Wait.;;
w be t.aken hold of. looked into, and
assessed.
The problem does not primarily
reside in taking drugs. The real loss
is to ha\·e e..,.perience \\ithout reassessing oneself. The real danger
is that one "ill lose sight. of the
great sense of meaning in one self
by becoming totally drowned in
that which self is not. The human
longing to partake and be partaken
of seems meaninglessly dissipated
on that which only stimulates
sensually. And although sensual
stimulants are used to cat.alyze
further assessment, they are
necessarily abused when they are
revisted as the end in itself. For
once, through meditation or
reflection or whatever an inkling of
the ponderous self iB spied, on can
only suspect as dubious the
primacy our culture posits in
sensual stimulation.
But neither does "solitary"
appropriation seem w be the endall of our search for purpose or
meaning or whatever it is that
grounds our life as worth the while.
At another time we may again
inquire what this further direction
may be; in so doing we may well
ask what is meant by "reciprocity
of consciousness?"
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Downtown •t 35 E. 7th

Library-Back to the Worst Method?
I

by JOHN BLANCHARD
Now that the library has finished
experimenting with extended
hours, the problem of where to
study at night confronts students
again.

Opinion

-·

Possibilities for the library
continuing the experimental hours
are slim indeed. Administrators
cite shortage in manpower (the
I1. b rary canna t opera t e WI· th
students volunteers alone) and
additional cost (the $368 paid w the
policeman who sat at the door) as
reasons against any extension of
the hours.
Also, they argue, student int.erest
during the experimental period was
not that overwhelming - there
were more than 100 s.tudents in the
library after 10 p.m. at any one
time. Clearly, they conclude,
£!X tended hours are not necessary.
But where can students go w
study after 10 p.m. - presuming, of
course, there are a few who go in for
that sort of thing aft.er the sun goes
down. Resident students can stay

in their rooms, hoping the man
next door doesn't choose w get inw
Led Zeppelin vr they can journey
to the Terrace Room - a place with
a quiet atmospher, but if they want
to do research ...
The situation on Sundays is all
the more frustrating. The· library
opens at 1 and closes at 5 p.m.,
allowing students a precious 4
hours to prep for Monday morning
classes. It would be nice w imagine
a nco-Medieval state of affairs at
Xavier in which students could rest
from their studies every Sunday,
and reserve this time for private
reading in the quiet of their own
rooms.
But class loads seldom work out
that nicely. If my experience is at
all representative, I have found
that as much work, or more, gets
done on a Sunday night as on any
other night of the week. Here
again, though, if students are
wrong-minded enough w desire to
use the library facilities at this time
- well, there's the Terrace Room.
The library does not offer either
circulation or Xeroxing services on
Sunday, making the situation all
the more ludicrous. What long-

forgotten blue law could Mr. Worst
possibly invoke w justify this
ritualistic procedure?
Does the business of checking out
books demand that much more
effort than checking in returned
ones? And does pressing the button
on the Xerox machine hopelessly
distract librarians from their
meditations on the divine?
Xavier's library is a fine place to
study- it is clean, efficient, and, if
anything, too quiet. So why .must
its hours be so restricted that,
before heading out library-bound
from form room or across wwn,
students must think twice to make
sure it is even open?
Perhaps arrangements could be
made that only the first floor would
remain open for an additional
period of time. It would not cost the
university that much more money;
the light and heat must be kept on
anyway for the clean-up crew;
library staffs could easily be
lightened on other days; and the
Hertz rent-a-cop at the door is
hardly necessary.
Anything would be better than
the present game of Sunday
afternoon beat-the-clock.

Committee Outlines Drug Program
Tlw following is a release from
Mr. John Mooney, S.J., Chairman
of the Committee on Campus Drug
Education.

The members of the Committee
on Campus Drug Education feel 11n
·
once
urgency to c Ian"fy our mms
more, even at the risk of seeming
tediously repetitious. The task of
this committee is to design and
implement an educational program
.
for th e mem bers o f th e XaviCr
University community concerning
drugs and their use, so that each
person will he better able to make
an intelligent and responsible
decision in this matler. Negatively,
this task does not include the
rev1s10n of present_. university
policy governing the UHf! of drugs
on campus; nor does it involve

reaching a conclusion concerning
the rightness or wrongneHs of drug
use; nor, finally, does it aim at
either the promotion or elimination
of drug use, on campus or
elsewhere.
W b .
1
. . such. a non·
. d e et 1eve . that
JU gmen a 1 1mt1al
attitude IS
necessary for anyone who honestly
wants to understand the drug
phenom~non and to ma~e. a
responsible personal dec1s10n
.
concermng the use of drugs.
We believe that our notion of
drug education is distinctive on two
counts.
First of all, we believe that a drugeducation program should be truly
educational and not merely
informational.
A
merely
informational program would be

one in which speakers, movies, and
writt.en mat.erials are used to
present the medical, psychological,
sociologival, and legal facts about
drugs. The person attending such a
program would be sp_oken to; and
so, though physically present at
the program, he could easily
remain personally uninvolved. A
truly educational program, on the
other hand, without neglecting the
informational dimension, would
include procedures for getting the
participants personally involved.
Such a program would encourage
(though not force) the participant
to reflect on how the use or non-use
of drugs is a value or a dis-value in
his. life- how either use or non-use
promotes cir hinders his becoming
the most fully human person he
could become.
(Continued on pc1ge 3)
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P~AVBOV EXECUTIVE BLDG. Opposite SHUBERT THEATRI!

Give Her The Ring
She Really Wants.
You know she'd-really rather have
a ring from Newstedt-Loring Andrews .
and when you check our prices you'll
find them well within your budget.
Of course, we offer divided payments
with no finance charges.
The set shown is $225.
Engagement ring on(1•, $200.

NEWSTEDT

-v-

LORING ANDREWS
4th St. Downtoum • Hyde Parlt Square

st. • Phone

24 t-7795
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'Brig' Gets Dishonorable ·nrs-charge;
Flynn Terms Play 'Poor Selection'
by DENNY KING
Father Flynn, Chariman of the
Communication Arts Department,
recently made it known to the x.u.
Players that he dissapproved of a
planned production of "The Brig"
and has asked them to pick another
play.
"The Birg," a protest play of
treatment in the Marine corps, is,
according to Flynn,· "not a good
piece."

Drug Program
(Continued from page 2)

"You can't even call it a play,"
Flynn claims. "Actually, it's more
a concept of the theatre - the
'theatre of cruelty."
"As a protest piece, it's outdated.
It protests the disipline of the
Marine Corps, but doesn't say why.
It challenges authority."
Flynn also questioned its artistic
merit: "The characterization is
extremely weak. There is no plot. It
has little or no merit as a cultural
or enjoyable piece. There's no
diction and no characterization to
redeem it.
"It's also a poor selection in the
light of coeducation here at Xavier.
It has an all male cast which is,
·more or less, a slur on the girls. It's
poor publicity."

authority in such issues was still
rather vagufl. For the same reason,
there had been trouble earlier in the
year deciding whether or not
another production ("Bringing it
all Back Home") was to be
presented at Xavier. The decisionmaking had, at that time, passed
from the Communication Arts Department to the Student Affairs
Office and from there to the
Speakers
and
Programs
Committee. "Bringing it all Back
Home" was finally performed.
t
However, a memo from acting
President Rev. Victor Nieporte,
S.J., to Rod Shearer, Dean of
Student Affairs, last Thursday has
changed all that. The memo stated
that the Student Affairs Office
would no longer have anything to
do with such productions.
"The old procedure (1967), when
CA was in its infancy, put the
stress on these productions as
activities rather than departmental
exercises," explained Shearer.
"Now these performances will be
looked upon strictly from an
academic viewpoint which would
then keep these decisions within
theCA department."
In this same light, appeals must
be made on an academic basis. Any
ver.dict overruling CA department
decisions would come from Father
Felten, Dean of the Arts and
Science
College,
Father
O'Callaghan, Academic VicePresident, or the provestor actingPresident.

NOTICE
Anyone wishing to confront
members of the Xavier News
staff may present himself in
the Xavier News office during
the following hours:
M-W-F- 1:30:3:30 p.m.
T-Th - 10-11 p.m.
Sun- 2-5'p.m.

In order to achieve a truly
educational program, we plan to
have two phases in our program.
The
first
would
be
an
informational
phase.
This
informational phase would include
Father Flynn also stressed the
speakers,
mocies,
the
dissemination of written materials, fact t~a~ there . i~ shared
wtthm
the
etc. There may be ·a concentrated responst~tlt!
"day of awareness" on drugs, but Commumcatton ~rts Department.
the informational program will Th~ actual selection of t~e plays,
probably be extended throughout whtch took place some time l~st
much of the spring semester. The ~ugust,.~ad student representation
second phase of our program would m _addtbon to the department
.· ............, . . .
be based on small-group work, c?atrman and the . faculty coassisted by competent group- dtrectors, Mr. Kvaptl and Mr.
facilitators. It is hoped that such Siegfried.
small-group work will encourage
"I disapproved of the play then,"
each participant to reflect said Father Flynn, "but the faculty
personally on the value questions members (Kvapil and Siegfried)
mentioned above.· ·
and Mr. Nally (representing the
This brings us to the second way Student Affairs'Office) disagreed."
Cliff's Notes have been "lifein which we feel our notion of drug
Father Flynn was unable to
savers" lor millions ol students
SJitCitf C1t Clltr·~rolltcl
education is distinctive. We believe make any decision stick at that
by helping them understand difthat a drug-education program that time since the delegation of
licult literature assignments. Be
•
Sirloin
St11k
prepared.
Get the ones you need
is aimed solely at the students is a
now and use them as you study.
very incomplete program. Many of
• ld•h• ••k•d
the complications involved in the
Chf'a Crlu Gercl••
Nearly 200 titles...
drug phenomenon stem from an
always available at your dealer's.
•
S1l1d
Bowl
f~':'.~
information-andvalue gap
between students on the one hand
and the "establishment" (e.g., John Hartford, composer of the college campuses.
hrlc'loll
l'rlac•
parents, teachers, administrators, hit songs "Gentle On My Mind,"
John Hartford has no worries
MONFORT HEIGHTS
and alumni) on the other. Students, an_d ~'Little Green. Apples," will about the future. His life is today
...... c.., .......
especially if they are drug users, appear with the Cincinnati and today's music. "There are a lot
ROSELAWN
7110 ..........
are often better informed on the Symphony Orchestra on Sunday of good things going on in pop
Lincoln, Nebraska 68501
CHERRY GiOYI
medical, psychological, sociologi- February 14 at 8 PM. The speciai music today. Barriers are breaking
1167 IIIC.IIItllt AYI.
cal, and leg:al f~cts about drug concert, under the auspices· of the down. People are beginning to play
WOODLAWN
1OIK StrlatPtl. PI'I
use than are thetr parents. More- Catholic Women of Cincinnati, will music for music's sake. Yet a lot of
people won't listen to good music __.,!~~~~~·-••••
over, one reason that drug users be presented at Music Hall.
frequently cite for their use is . H tf< d
h0 .
1
because it falls into categories
that drugs are an important
ar ~r • w . • ts a s~ an
element in the counter-culture accomphshed gu~tanst a?d s_mger, they're not supposed to listen to.
designed to replace the bankrupt won fou~ of the mdustry s htghest What are the 'classics' really? I
.
)
awards m 1968 as the composer of think that what is being done
(so t h e user belteves
va1ue-system "G tl 0
M M'10d ,
h' h today wt'll b the 1 1·c 0 f
of their parents and of older people . ~n e
n
Y
•
w tc tomorrow."
e
c ass s
3 TO 11 SHIFT .
generally. Even where this is not mctde~tally has been recorded by
Tickets to the February 14th
the case, many parents, ~chers, 183 arttsts to date.
Work Any Two Evenings
administrators, and alumni reflect The past year has been an appearance of John Hartford at
the attitude that the use of drugs is especially fruitful one for John. He Music Hall are priced at $6.00, 5.00,
Plus Saturday Day· Shift
a sure sign of moral laxity and came to Hollywood to work as a 4.00, 3.50, 3.00 and 2.50, with all
$75 per .week Salary
writer on The Smothers Brothers seats reserved. Tickets are now
confusion in values.
·
--d
th
mo
d
on
to·
available
by
mail
order
through
Sh
Call 621-4924
We feel that an effective drugow, an
en
ve
'ter and Community Ticket Office, 29 West
education program must try to become a regular wn
Student Director
4th Street, Cincinnati, Ohio 45202_.
close this information·and·value performer 0 n the Glen Campbell
gap. Right now, we see the progam Show. He is now a frequent guest
attacking this problem in the on various television shows and
following way;

__.~rtford

Plays Charity Gig

Pr,

·,,~!1!1}~/:

'l'BAkHOUS£

Since 1967 Xavier University's Fredin Memorial Scholarship
Committee has offered grants-in-aid to qualified college students
to pursue studies of the French language and civilization in France.
The Committee makes available these grants-in-aid to selected
institutions other than Xavier University.
This year's Summer Program, offered by the Department of
Modern Languages, in conjunction with the American Students
Association, will last 10 weeks (June 23 to September 1, 1971).
The academic program will be conducted by the Alliance Francaise
of Paris. The students will reside in the Fmidation des Etats-Unis
at the Cite Universitaire. They will be accompanied by our Resident Director, Dr. Matias G. Vega. The program includes:
e tuition for 6 hours undergraduate credit
e Fees at the Alliance Francaise in' Paris for regular and special
courses in grammar, conversation, phonetics and civilization
e All transportation, meals and accommodations for tours to
Reims, Mont Saint Michel and the Chateaux de Loire
e round trip transatlantic jet charter flight
e hotel; breakfast, sightseeing during a one-week visit to
Amsterdam
e Amsterdam-Paris round-trip rail transportation
e private room at the Fondation des Etats-Unis, Cite Universitaire, Paris for nine weeks
e full board (breakfast and two meals per day) in student restaurants of the Alliance Francaise and the Cite Universitaire
for nine weeks
$1399 per student.
The total· cost of the program is:
$ BOO per student
The amount of the grant-in-aid is:

I
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Page

The Newa wiD ~ot t : - h letten which vi..latf'
charity and .,-i 1
.: ; LMtera eontaininr
objectionable aec:tiona wiD' not'~ printed in whole or
in part. Bec:auae of apace limitation•, the Newa will
not ordinarily publiah letter. in exc:eu of 500 word•.
Letten .nil not be publiahed unlea~ they have been
aiped by the Writen. If a writer wiahea hie name
withheld, the ecliton Will eomply.

l
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XU Drama-An Academic Question
In light of the recent decision to ban the X.U.
Player performance of "The Brig,'' it becomes
apparent that the major issue concerning such
productions is whether they are student
activities under the aogis of the Student
Affairs office, or academic products of the
Communication Arts Department.
In the past, these productions were treated
for the most part as student activities. This
goes back to the founding of the University
Players in 1924. However, when the Players
were placed under the sponsorship . of the
Communication Arts Department· in 1967,
troubles arose.
Rev. Lawrence Flynn, Chairman of the
Communication Arts Department, felt then
that the department should have the decision-

making power involving such productions.
However, the administration still considered
these productions to be student activities and
so delegated authority to the Student Affairs
Office.
The conflict did not come to a head until
earlier this year when another production,
"Bringing it all Back Home,, drew fire from
department chairman Flynn.
On that occasion, Flynn sent a letter to Rod
Shearer,· Dean of Student Affairs, expressing
his disapproval. Shearer, ~nder considerable
pressure from administrative higher-ups,
referred the production to the Speakers and
Programs committee chaired by D_r. Fontana.
After viewing the play, the committee decided
in favor of its production.

. Now Father Flynn has launched into "Brig,"
and he has revealed to the News that acting-·
President Rev. Victor Nieporte · would soon
release a statement making clear where the
delegation o( authority actually does lie in
such matters. On Thursday, Feb. 4, this
statement reached- the Student-Affairs Office
and the Communication Arts Office. The
.statement gave academic reign. to such
matters, thus delegating the authority to
Father Flynn with appeals to Rev. John ·N.
Felten, Dean of the Arts and Science College,
and Rev. Jeremiah O'Callaghan, Academic
Vice-President.
Taking into consideration that: (1) Such
productions are under the direct responsibility
of the Communication Arts Department; (2)
academic credit is given in some cases in these
productions; and (3) these productions are paid
for by the Communication Arts department,
this decision is only fair.
·,
However, it becomes ·apparent with this
Community and too likely to end up the only decision· that the students a1·e, in fact, minus
one more student acHvity on campus.
strong candidate.
A most interesting aspect of the whole affair
As long as Flynn is intent on putting his
is nexus of relations between the new provost imprimatur
on
productions,
and
and the three Jesuit members of the committee. administrative higher-ups care to cooperate
Father Mulligan attended the same high with his peeve, there is little hope for modern
school and college as Father Felten. Fathers creative drama at Xavier.
Flynn and Mulligan "studied somewhat
together" in their seminary days. "I entered
-D;C.K.
the novitiate with him," Father Flynn recalls,
"and in 1937, we entered Milford."
Father Schmidt, too, has known the new
man for some time- since the late '30s, in fact.
He has taught Mulligan, "twice, I think; first
French and then philosophy." Later the two
"collaborated to a certain extent" in Europe·
preparing a translation of St. Thomas
News editors seeking a release. on the
Aquinas' De Veritate, published under the title
Truth. "I would say," Father Schmidt Provost decision last week were turned down,
expresses his feelings, "he has grown in my pending publication of the event. in Public
estimation - as a scholar and administrator, Relations director Edward Vonderhaar's new
both developing himself and assuming greater PR tool, the Communique. With an eye on a
responsibility."
·
fast approaching deadline, the News ,called
Sycamore
House and asked when the
Another committee member who knew
Communique
would appear.
candiate Mulligan before the selection process
begari is Dean of Graduate School, Raymond
Minutes later Mr.. Vonderhaar telephone
F. McCoy. ,Dean McCoy first learned of Dean Roderick Shearer and wanted to know
Mulligan's
appointment · from
the what we were up to. Of course~ he could have
Communique about noon Friday, according to called the News.
statements made in an interview later that
Such a tight rap was thrown over the whole
day. "I welcome him to the job," Mr. McCoy super-secret, "When'sit coming out?" that the
stated at that time, "with a great deal of News finally had to. appeal to President Paul L.
enthusiasm." He also pointed out that he O'Connor two days later.
would probably extend similar congratulations
to any of the candidates had one of them been · President O'Connor, who earlier this year
intervened in behalf of the News (the Extended
chosen instead.
Open House story) was able to produce the
Another cQnsideration: members of the information in about ten minutes.
.
committee decided early not to recommend any
It is not hard to tell who is interested in
"straw meri." Therefore, a majority· of the
students and who is not.
committee must have found Father Mulligan
-PFM
highly qualitled for the job, even if a few of
them may have had personal reservations, or
favored another man as their first choice.
Thus, reviewing the case and Father
Mulligan's own impressive credentials, two
facts emerge: First, the provost will fit in cozily
with the men already at the top. He has their
confidence and can probably be expected to
keep it by not rocking the boat with major . Unhappiness is half killing yourself coming
changes of policy. Secondly, Father Mulligan in from Outer Mongolia to get to your 8:30 class
seems well equipped for the post. Only time on a snowy morning and the 'discovering your
Jesuit prof didn't want to risk the Schott steps.
will tell if he is his own m~n.
-DGR
PFM

The Selection of a Provost
Appointment of Rev. RobArt W. Mulligan,
S.J ., as Provost Was made Friday amidst a
flurry of rumors and muttered charges,
stemming apparently from the hush-hush
security surrounding the Provost Selection
Committee's recommendations.
The gist of these charges is that Father
Mulligan was hand-picked by the board of
trustees, or at least by several trustees, and
planted before the Provost Selection
Committee by them. Rev. John M. Felten,
Dean of Arts and Science, and Rev. Robert W.
Schmidt, Chairman of the Philosophy
department, both trustees and both members
of the committee were to see, to it that the
committee recommended Father Mulligan and
"not otherwise get out of hand." Or so the story
goes.
If this account is true, the committee
was a farce or worse, and its arduous and
painstaking deliberations the past four
months were all for naught. It would
throw in jeopardy the whole tripartite
committee system and cast serious doubt
on the new Provost's integrity and
freedom of action.
However, News editors examining these
charges have found little or no proof for them.
The facts seem to run something like this:
· Father Mulligan was a genuine candidate
and the committee recommended him as a wellqualified man for the post, although he was the
committee's second or third choice.
Committee chairman Dr. Harvey A. Dube,
Associate Professor of Chemistry, and other
committee members strongly. deny that Father
Mulligan's selection could have been predetermined.
"No, this is not the case at all," Dr. Dube
responded to a direct question put him Friday.
"We had to contact him (Mulligan) twice before
he became a candidate." However, Dr. Dube
also cautioned that he did not know what led
Father Mulligan to change his mind.
Could it have been a personal plea from one
of the truesees, or, for that matter, from
recovering President O'Connor? Possibly.
Certainly such an appeal would have carried
considerable weight. Those who argue that ·
. this is, in fact, what happened rely heavily on
another theory that front-runner Rev. John P.
Leary, S.J ., former President of Gonzaga
University, was too liberal for the Jesuit
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When you know
it's for keeps

Letters to the Editor
Editor:
distoreted, taken ou~ of context, to documentation of the charges were
<?z?ticism. is a time honored ~nd present ~ tot~lly misleading story.. initiated by Mr. Gruenwald. The
· chensh~ nght of every J?':~on In .a to the university community. I am only motivation offered·. by the
fire SOCie~. ~uc~ cntic1sm 1s appalled that the reporter quoted reporter was not a careful search
~n~fic~l 1f 1t mstr~cts the my persona) and private reasons for the truth but and I quote "I
mstitution a.s to what 1ts errors why I chose to seek employment at have 8 dead-line to m t"
te
•X&VIer
· umverslty.
· . I was astounded
ee unquo .
may be and how to correct them.
This was not the case in regards . th11t absolutely no follow up or
From May, 1965 thn1 April, 1966,
to your article on recruiting in the
I was the public affairs officer on
January 13th, 1971 edition of the
the
aircraft
carrier,
us
NOTICE
Xavier News. It was a clear
independence. I have worked with
attempt to smear the outstanding
many disti.nguish journalists,
Persons wishing to "clear the
and innovative efforts . of my
air" may stop in the Xavier reporters and columists from The
supervisior, FT. Edward J. O'Brein
New York Times, The Los Angeles
S.J. My five-minute conversation · News office during the followTimes, The Washington Post and
ing hours.
with this "so-called" joumalist is a
Baltimore Sun. I have also worked
damning indictment of bias and
M-W·F'- 1:30-3:30 p.m.
with newsmen from AP and UPI
bigoted newspaper work. The
T-Th- 10:00-11:00 p.m.
wire services, TV and radio news
reporter and newspaper editor have
Sunday - 2:00-5:00 p.m.
commentators from all three
stepped beyond the limits of
Phone: 853·3561
networks and from many local
responsible qews gathering.
Advertisements: 853-3431
news programs all over the United
My words were misquoted and ..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___, States. I know that I am able to

r.......
The diamond engagement
ring you'll treasure forever
... a Keepsake, guaranteed,
registered and perfect.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - recognize the distinction between
good and poor journalism.

Gnus letter
Edward P. Vonderhaar
Vic~-President
Public Relations and Development
Syca~ore House, Winding Way
Dear "Easy" Ed,
We scooped you on Extended Open House and you one·
up'ed us on the new Provost. Tie game'?
Sincerely yours,
The Xavier News

NEW~o~!~ice

The News will no longer print a
weekiy faculty column as such.
This practice has had its up and
downs in the last year and a half,
and the editors are hopeful that
any faculty member with a
suggestion or viewpoint who would
like to write a column will do so.
The News will print faculty,
. administrator, student, and alumni
colu~ns as they becoine available
with preference given· to ·faculty
columns.

.·

Columns should typewritten,
doublespaced,.and.not longer than
atiout BOO words. Deadline for
columns is ordinarily Thursday
evening; ten o'clock, or· by
arrangement with the managing
editor.

j

This is a very sad commentary
on the state of the XU News, that it
choses to attack a man whose only
crime is to have for 21 .years
dedicated himself totally to Lhe
improvement and progress of
Xavier Univers'ity.
Franklin B. Beck
Admissions Counselor
Xavier University

K L•L•f_)~Li.k8
--------

Editor's Note: These are rather
serious charges and seem to have ·
··considerable basis in fact. The entire matter is under investigation,
and readers are urged to consult
.the i'nteruiew with Father O'Brien
printed in this issue.

ACCOUNTS
INVITED

·Xavier Ne.ws

·j

L---------------------------..1
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF .................................... D. Gary Reed
MANAGING EDITOR ........................... Paul F. McLaughlin
ASST. MANAGING EDITOR .................. .' ..... Jim Gruenwald
NEWS EDITOR ................................... Robert C. Herring
SPORTS EDITOR .................................... Robert R. Hyle
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR ................................ Tim Teahan
CAMPUS EDITORS ...................... Peggy Griffin, Denny King
CONTRIBUTING EDITORS ......................... Phil A. Mullins,
Gregory X Boehm
PRODUCTION MANAGER .......................... Steve Goodman
ASST. PRODUCTION MANAGER ........................ Ric Calme
OPINION PAGE MANAGER ........................ Ferd Kleinhaus
CIRCULATION MANAGER ........................... Gregory Keer
REPORTERS .............................. Mike Myers, John Layne,
Jim Lynch, Mary Hayes, Maggie Ammons,
John Albert, John Blanchard
MODERATOR ............................................ John Getz
BUSINESS MANAGER ........... : ...................... Jack Jeffre

One reason Piedmont's
so easy to take:
Our fleet is all jet-powered-great new
propjets and 737 fanjets!_ Another reason is
our Youth Fare-that lets you reserve a seat,
save about 20%, and travel anytime. Also,
our Weekend-Plus Plan-that stretches your
fun and your funds. So see your travel agent,
or call Piedmont.

you care ·
nough, maybe
can meet
Paulist
allenge .••
It isn't easy, being a Paulist.
Bridging gaps between young
and old, black and white,
past and future. But it is a
challenge.

._

ZeffS·

The Paulist mission is to

1
••

STUDENT

CHARGE

750 Swifton Shopping Center.
Cindnnati, Ohio
731-1800
712 Madison Avenpe·,
Covington, KentuCky
261-7694
8th and Monmouth,

.

people~~··:·. individually

and in all: the societies in
which they Jive
... to discover Christ
·wherever he is acting
, .. to be attuned to the needs
of the present, yet to form
a vision of tomorrow's world.

If you are interested in
finding out more about the
Paulist priestly challenge,
write to:
Rev. Donald c. Campbell, C.S.P.
Vocation Director

261-4183

cpauJisth
'Pat erG

Uberel Discounts on all mer~
chendiae for ell Xavier students end faculty members

Room 111
415 West 59th Street
New York, N.Y. 10019

Newport. Kentucky

CINCINNATI'S NEWEST
COLLEGE BAR
1322 EAST McMILLAN STREET

(Near Victory Parkway)
Just 5 Minutes Away From Xavier
FUN GAMES-BOWLING~ENTERTAINMENT

BEER-GOOD FOOD-COCKTAILS-POOLS

Try Wasserman. For sighs.

,•'·
6

.

UJasserman
sos race st:reet:

Jewelers for one generation. Yours.
We've put regional service on a new plane

;
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/""~"And she'll be bitten by
.J.k3.<"'!:.1!A.':

the LoveBug. That's me."

Usually available
for less than

•

S12 so·
•

What better word than "Love"?
What better way to say it than with the
"LoveBundle"?
A special Valentine's bouquet, with a lift-out
LoveBug corsage to wear on Valentine's Day.
Order it to arrive early. Because it's designed to
stretch Valentine's Day into a whole week.
Why squeeze your love into one day?
Available only at an FTD florist. At a special price.

Send the FTD "LoveBundle" for Valentine's week
•As an independent businessman, each FTD Member Florist sets his
own prices.

ROBERT DURBAN, '41

ADRIAN FLOWER SHOP
CUFTON AVENUE AT LUDLOW

Phone: 861-4232

DURBAN'S GREENHOUSES
"Flowers For All Occasions"
533 McALPIN A VENUE

Phone: 861-7866 .

We're

~n

Campus-The Student Union Bldg.

PONY EXPRESS DELIVERY TO
ALL XAVIER DORMITORIES

MINIMUM

•HOMEMADE
SOUP
•DINNERS
Beef Burgundy
Caribbean Shrimp
Rib Eye Steak

Spaghetti
Lasagna

Salad and Herb Bread Included

ORDER
PLEASE·

*SANDWICHES
Mini Club
Ham
Grilled Steak
Meat Ball
Sausage
· Fillet of Sole
Submarine
Zinover
French Fried Potatoes

*PIZZA
Pepperoni, Sausage,
Olive, Shrimp, Anchovy,
Bacon, Onion, Green
Pepper, Mushrooms, Zino's
Delux.

ZINO'S NORWOOD
4222 Montgomery

731-8200
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Titans Too Tough

DETROIT DRIVES OVER XU
by TIM TEAHAN
After a fast start, Xavier
University's Basketball Squad has
fallen into a mid-season slump,
dropping its last seven decisions.
·
.
In recent games, the Muskies
w,ere blown off the cou~t b~ St.
Bonaventure as the Bonmes hit the
century mark, 104-77.
·
Greg Gary, the. Bonnie's start

With his club ahead by nine with
14 minutes remainin~ in the game,
Co~ch George KraJack r?placed
semor center Steve Poppe Wlth Bob
Fullarton, a 6-10 · soph cente~ to
bottle up the middle and contam 7·
foot Titan center Gerald Smith. The
move was not effective, though, as
Fullarton picked up 4 fouls in 11
minutes and scored only 2 points,
compared with Poppe's 12.

contest, it wasn't going to be any
run-of-the-mill game between
Miami University and Xavier.

lnd~d it wasn't as two players
were eJec~d from .the Frosh ga~e
for fighting. Dunng the Varsity
game, the crowd drew a technical
for littering the floor, the clock kept
running during a XU timeout, and
Miami Coach Darrel Hedric was
mistaken for a spectator by a ~~~~........rJ,\~~IC~

~~~~~~~~~~~111~~!1111~~~~~~~~~~~~~

forward,
guard Paul
.scored
Hof!man
28 po.ints
hit for and
25. minutes
Detroit left,
pulled
ahead
and with
gradually
nine Pinkerton
thrown out. guard, and almost
65•63
Doug. Alt wa~ high scorer for the built upon that, as Xavier couiii . On top of it all, Xavier dropped
,
muster only one basket in 5 Its fourth straight game, suffering
Muskies, nettmg 18.
St. Joseph's of Pennsylvani~ minutes, and the score shot from 70. a 73-6~ defeat at the hands of the
won ·by only two points, 76-74 in a The Titan's overcame their Redskms.
contest during the semester break. coldness and left the floor tied with
The Muskies and MU exchanged
Doug Alt and Tom Binegar the Muskies 42·42 at halftime;
basket for basket during the
combined. for 51 poi~ts, scoring 28 Sophomore guard Paul Matsen, opening ~alf, with Xavier holding· t::::;;;;;:;:;;;;::::~=:::
and 23 pomts respectively.
in his first starting assignment for onto a shm 34·32 advantage at the I.
Xavier h~d everything going for XU, shared first-half scoring half.
Holding a lead throughout the
them commg onto the floor honors with Titan Frank Russell
Saturday ·night against the each netting 14.
' second half, Coach George Krajack
University of Detroit on the Titans' 69 Detroit, to the final80·71 score. called for a "Cobra" or stall offeqse
home court.
.
.
.Muskie Captain Jerry H~lmers ~th about ten minutes remaining
Detroit mentor Jim Hardi?g took scoring honors for the Xavier, m the g.arne. The strategy produced
suspended a sophomore guard, Jim netting 18 coming out of a five- four pomts, but the fmal result of·
Marsh for an undisclosed reason game scori~g skid. Matsen lost his the offens~ b~ck.fired, mainly
during a pre-game workout and two touch during the second stanza because. Miami mserted four
players on the injured list left the adding only two more for a total of guards Into the ·lineup to break the
Titans with only 8 cagers to face 16. Doug Alt shot his way to ten stall.
Xavier. However, they were enough points. Tom Binegar, who had been The momentum of the game
to hand the Muskies their seventh picking up Helmer's scoring slack, shifted to the Redskins as they
did not see any action.
straightloss, 80·71.
steadily pulled away from the
Detroit's-skeleton tearn, handled The Muskies have a home Muskies .and put the game out of
by assistant Coach Howard Fagan engagement against Cleveland reach Wl~h a buck~t by Darrel
because of a sudden illness in State tonight before tangling with Dunlap Wlth 1:21left m .the game.
Harding's family, couldn't do high-flying Dayton (12-6) Saturday Tom Binegar, coming off the
The XU Intramural Office has
anything with Xavier during the night in Dayton.
bench midway through the first announced that the Armory Drill
•
•
•
•
stanza, kept the Muskies in the Hall opens Monday, Feb. 8 for
first 81f2 minutes, as the Muskies
pulled out in front with a 25-15 If the preliminary game is any' game with his timely baskets and girls' athletics. It will be open from
advantage.
foreshadowing of the Varsity key rebo.unds. His 21 points, 4:15 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. on Mondays,
combined with Doug Alt's 13 and Wednesdays, and Thursdays and
Jerry Helmer's 11 weren't enough from 4:15 to 6:30p.m. on Tuesdays.
o....;_""to cool the hot shooting Redskins.
This program will include
Leading scorer for MU was Gerry volleyball, basketball, table tennis,
Sears, netting 17 points.
and badminton.

Sports Briefs
Armory Changes to Gym

t----- Sports Hylelites.-·........
Watch Those
Beer Cans

Football Star Carter
Throws a Pass (Fail)

byBOBHYLE
The scene was Schmidt Fieldhouse. The Muskies had just blown an
eight point lead, thanks to the infamous Cobra, and were trying to
catch up to the Miami Redskins. The calls were starting to go against
the Muskies. Fans reacted by ·launching an attack with various
garbage onto the floor.
Paper cups, coins, and finally a beer can flew down from the stands resulting in a technical fcwl on the crowd. The ever-alert Pinkerton men
moved in. Miami coach Darrel Hedric got up to complain about a
referee's call when one guard was walking down the floor to man his
post.
The guard mistook Hedric for a fan as he ran on the floor, and
grabbed him. Both nien started shoving each other and the match was
declared a draw.
It's a shame the game was not a draw. The Muskies led most of the
game until Coach Krajack went to the Cobra. The Redskins turned
things around and waled away with a 12 point victory.
"Miami got a little uptight about it (the throwing incident)," said
Krajack. That was putting it mildly. Miami was reported to be thinking
about dropping the series with Xavier. The trouble with Miami goes
back a few years. Krajack said that a bottle was thrown on the floor
several seasons ago and, "they remember that."
"We are never in danger when we are away. We want to be vociferous.
We like them (students) there, and for them to be boisterous, but use
good judgment when throwing things. We can't afford injuries, and
technical fouls could be disasterous."
Concerning the Cobra, Krajack said, "It was responsible for beating
UC and Marquette (in 1969) with Bob Quick. It's as good a stall as I
know, but you stick your neck out and get hurt 'sometimes." .
"The players were ready for it, with about 15 minutes left some of the
players wanted it.
I knew they (Miami) were going to press and quicken up the pace. The
momentum changed there though, and we were never able to get back
ingear."
·
One of the problems puzzling Krajack is the play of Jerry Helmers.
"He is physically not 100 percent. His dip was around el.(am time. The
mental drain of exams and the fact the he needs extremely high grades
for med·school. The pressures of not scoring hurt too.
"Steve Poppe (a 6'6" center) has finally broken into the starting lineup. We rewarded him for his work and give him a break. He is doing as
well as he is capable of playing," said the coach.
The biggest blow of the exam break· was the loss of the freshman Roy
Thompson. "He is the most talented freshman ballplayer, and it really
makes it tough. The team will have to struggle. Thomson, who
averaged 25 points a game was ruled scholastically ineligible along
with Rudy McClinton and Stove Dixon. They need to raise their
"accumulative average to 2.00 in order to play next season. No members
of the varsity were placed on probation.

Mr. Tony Brueneman, director of
Intramural Athletics, said that
three-man girl basketball teams
will be forming this week, with
signing-up in the Intramural Office.
The men's 5-Man Basketball
Program will have 64 teams
competing this year, with games
getting underway this week.
The Intramural Advisory Board
is planning a "Greek Weekend", to
be held sometime in the spring.
Activities slated include a
Frisbee Toss, a Tricycle Race, a
Tug-of-War, and an Egg Roll.
Spring will also bril)g the Boston
Tennis Tournament, with matches
among students and the faculty·
staff. There will also be a Golf
Tournament, run along the same
lines as the tennis tournament.
The Department will also
sponsor an Archery Clinic, as well
as other outside sports.
When the weather gets better, the
IM Department plans to organize a
Bocci League at noontime for the
faculty-staff and interested
students. Bocci is an Italian
version of lawn bowling played on
a long, narrow court.

. .~Y BOB HYLE
classes for undergraduates, plus a
Xavier University has recruited graduate course in quantitative
one of the top football players in business methods. He is also
the country. Unfortunately for the working on a book about statistical
football team he is a teacher, not a studies of football.
student.
Concerning the Bengals, Carter
Virgil Carter, a graduate of opined, "I was pleased to be traded
Brigham Young University and here." The Bengals now have five
Northwestern University, and quarterbacks including a third·
quarterback for the Cincinnati round draft choice in the recent
Bengals is now a teacher at Xavier. college draft. "He was the best
Carter is new in the teaching athle~ avai_lable and I , w.asn,'t
profession. He said, "I was ~u~nsed b~,lt, butsomeone s JOb IS
impressed with the XU business m Jeopardy.
college and it's valuable experience Carter added, "I am highly
For those interested in slower,
forme."
impressed here, I was received
He will teach business statistics better than my expectations by the more . mind-taxing games, the
Intramural or. crew will sponsor
and two marketing and research faculty and the students."
bridge and chess tournaments in
the Hearth Room. Trophies will be
awarded to the best team or
individual.
Anyone interested in these
programs may sign up in the
Intramural Office in the Field
House.

• • • • • •
Students wishing to attend the
XU-UC basketball game at the
Cincinnati Gardens on Feb. 17
must pick up the tickets BEFORE
noon on Tuesday, Feb. 16 in the XU
Ticket Office in the Field House.
Students will be asked to present
their Student ID as well as the
admission ticket upon entering the
Gardens.
·

• • • • • •
\.
\\

~-•.

\
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..,. ..
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~.,·

...... J... ·
Bengal quartm·back Virgil Carter, a recent addition to the
Xavier faculty, looks over the computer center with his wife
Judy.

Kathy Keating took firsts in the
50 and 100-yeard breaststroke and
Cindy Makim captured honors in
the 100-yeard backstroke as Xavier
University's
girl
swimmers
finished second to Kent State in the
Kent State Invitational Swim Meet
Saturday. Indiana State was third.
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2C PER GALLON DISCOUNT ON

New University Senate Shapes Up;
Student, Faculty Members Elected

GASOLINE PURCHASE.
10% DISCOUNT ON PARTS
AND LABOR. SIMPLY SHOW
YOUR IDENTIFICATION CARD

The University Senate got off the Chairman, Department of Econo· commuter students, and Dennis
ground with the election of student mics and Finance; and John Me· Eckart and Michael Hart,
and faculty · representatives. David, chairman, Department of dormitory students.
Nevertheless, the attitude among Marketing.
Grace·· Spencer, (A ·& s
several representatives is one of Graduate School representatives Commuter) and Bob Tuke (B.A.
"wait and see," because the Senate include Fr. Dan Foley, S.J., Arts . Commuter) both placed emphasis
has yet to hold its first meeting.
and Sciences excluding Education; on their determination to represent
The Committee to Study the Uni· Albert Anderson, Education; and their constituants in the senate.
_ Rothwell,
Business Tuke emphasized his desire to
versity Senate suggested as one of John
the reasons for establishing the Administration.
effect change when he said: "X.U.
senate, the necessity to familarize
Dr. Napolean Bryant and Dr. is too much dorm-oriented; the
the Board of Trustees with the Charles Cusick both elected to the policies are dorm-orientated."
• • • • •.• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •.• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
consensus. of the
. various elements senate indicate'd the response from
oft h e U mverstty commum'tY· Th us administration, faculty, and •
there is such a wide range of students as critical to the success of •
members of the Senate.
the Senate. These men indicated :
The Administrative By-Laws of that support, follow-through, and :
the University Senate call for 14 the response of these groups will •
faculty representatives, all but one determine to a great degree the
holding regular academic rank. Six effectiveness of the University •
of these are representatives of the Senate.
:
College of Arts and Scie1_1ces, three Dr. Cusick stressed the pursuit of :
from the College of Busmess, and academic excellence as the goal of •
three from the Graduate School.
the university and therefore the :
The six men representing Arts major criterion on which to base •
and Sciences are: Vytautas Bieli- the decisions of the Senate.
:
auskas, Chairman, Department of There are nine student members :
Psychology; Napolean Bryant, Edu·
th u ·
't s
te Th ee ar •
on e niversi Y ena · r
e •
Cati'on·, Charles Cusick, chairman, ex
officio: the Presidents of the •
d th h ·
f •
Department of Biology; Roger For· St d t Bod
a:: ~~~~~~ :
tin, Associate Professor of History; coU.U:uter
Bernard Gendreau, Professor of counci.
'I
••
Philosophy; and Joseph Wessling,
Of the remammg six, t~o are:
Acting Chairman, Department of
d
d
.. · · ··,
commuters, two are orm stu ents, •
English.
one from the Evening College, and. :
The three Business Administra· one from the Graduate School.
:
tion members are: Harold Bryant,
The students elected to the •
•
Associate Professor of Economics
and Finance; Lawrence Donnelly, University Senate are: Grace •
Spencer and Robert Tuke, :

Jesse's Evanston Sunoco
2111 Dana Avenue
631-9527
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by TIM TEAHAN

searched the first and basement
floors for any sign of the bomb.
Xavier's bomb threat turned out They found none.
to be a fizzle.
The scare forced the Student
Roderick Shearer Dean of Affairs Office to scrutinize its
Student Affairs, received a phone pro.cedure for such emerge?cies
call last Thursday claiming that a because of some apparent mix-up
•
bomb had been planted in the with the authorities.
library and was set to go off in 15 Emergencies are handled by
minutes.
Cincinnati's District 4, but last
The library was immediately Thursday's incident was answered •
evacuated, although that is not the by District 5 almo~t i~media~ely. A :
usual policy. Since bombs are Sargeant from District 4 did not :
usually placed in a stairwell or arrive on the scene until more than •
·:
lavatory, it is safer to keep the •ten minutes later.
stairwells and lavatories clear.
Capt. Morton of the Cincinnati :
"Station X" an innovation of the Fire Department, who answered •·
Cincinnati Police Department to the call, revealed that bomb scare •.
dispatch help from a central threats are fairly common in the •
source, provided response to the city. He said that in the month of :
January, ten bomb threats were •
call almost instantly.
Two firemen arrived and received by the department, but all :
proved to be false.
~ • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • ~_!!! • • •_ • • • •
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OHIO

THE HUDEPOHL BREWING

From the golden grain 'neath the generous sun comes the. pure grain beer

the most enjoyable
taste in beer today
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